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Abstract
A novel definition of the conditional smooth Re´nyi entropy, which is different from that of Renner and Wolf,
is introduced. It is shown that our definition of the conditional smooth Re´nyi entropy is appropriate to give lower
and upper bounds on the optimal guessing moment in a guessing problem where the guesser is allowed to stop
guessing and declare an error. Further a general formula for the optimal guessing exponent is given. In particular, a
single-letterized formula for mixture of i.i.d. sources is obtained. Another application in the problem of source coding
with the common side-information available at the encoder and decoder is also demonstrated.
Index Terms
guessing, information-spectrum method, side information, source coding, the conditional smooth Re´nyi entropy
I. INTRODUCTION
Let us consider the problem of guessing the value of a random variable X by asking question of the form “Is X
equal to x?”. This guessing game was introduced by Massey [1], where the average E[G(X)] of the number G(x)
of guesses required when X = x was investigated. Subsequently Arikan [2] gave a tight bound on the guessing
moment E[G(X)ρ] for ρ ≥ 0. He also investigated the guessing problem of X with the side-information Y . The
result of Arikan [2] shows that the Re´nyi entropy [3] (resp. the conditional Re´nyi entropy [4]) plays an important
role to give upper and lower bounds on E[G(X)ρ] (resp. E[G(X |Y )ρ]).
In this paper, we consider a variation of the problem of guessing X with the side-information Y such that the
guesser is allowed to stop guessing and declare an error. We evaluate the expected value of the cost of guessing
under the constraint on the probability of the error. To do this, we introduce the conditional smooth Re´nyi entropy.
The concept of the “smoothed” version of the Re´nyi entropy was introduced by Renner and Wolf [5], [6].
They defined the conditional ε-smooth Re´nyi entropy H˜εα(X |Y ) of order α, and showed the significance of two
special cases of H˜εα(X |Y ) in coding problems; Roughly speaking, they showed (i) H˜
ε
0(X |Y ) , limα→0 H˜
ε
α(X |Y )
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2characterizes the minimum codeword length in the source coding problem of X with the side-information Y
available at the decoder under the constraint that the probability of decoding error is at most ε, and (ii) H˜ε∞(X |Y ) ,
limα→∞ H˜
ε
α(X |Y ) characterizes the amount of uniform randomness that can be extracted from X .
Seeing the results of Arikan [2] and Renner and Wolf [5], [6], it is natural to expect that we can use H˜εα(X |Y )
to characterize the cost of guessing arrowing error. However, the definition of H˜εα(X |Y ) is not appropriate to be
used in the analysis of the guessing problem. In this paper, we introduce another “smoothed” version Hεα(X |Y ) of
the conditional Re´nyi entropy. Then, by using Hεα(X |Y ), we give lower and upper bounds on the minimum cost of
guessing the value of X with the side-information Y under the constraint that the guessing error probability is at
most ε. Further, we demonstrate another application of Hεα(X |Y ) in the source coding problem. Our contributions
are summarized as follows.
A. Contributions
First we introduce a novel definition of the conditional ε-smooth Re´nyi entropy Hεα(X |Y ) of order α, and then
investigate its properties. In our definition, similar to that of Renner and Wolf, the minimization over the set of non-
negative functions satisfying a particular condition is involved. Our first contribution, Theorem 1, characterizes the
non-negative function Q attaining the minimum in the definition of Hεα(X |Y ) for α ∈ (0, 1). This characterization
is useful in the proof of our theorems in guessing mentioned below. Further, we investigate the asymptotic behavior
of Hεα(X |Y ) by using the information spectrum method [7]. Particularly, in Theorem 2, we show that the asymptotic
value Hεα(X|Y ) of the conditional smooth Re´nyi entropy for the mixture of i.i.d. sources is determined by the
conditional entropyH(Xi|Yi) of a component of the mixture. This result allows as to give a singe-letterized formula
in guessing and source coding mentioned below.
Next we investigate the problem of “guessing allowing error”, i.e., the problem of guessing X with the side-
information Y where the guesser can stochastically choose (i) to give up and declare an error or (ii) to continue
guessing at each step of guessing. The cost of guessing is evaluated in the same way as Arikan [2]; the cost is iρ for
some ρ > 0 if the value is correctly guessed at the i-th step. We consider the minimization of the expected value C¯ρ
of the guessing cost under the the constraint that the error probability pe is at most ε. Our results, Theorems 3 and
4, give lower and upper bounds on the minimum cost by using Hε1/(1+ρ)(X |Y ). Further, a general formula for the
exponent of the optimal guessing cost is derived; see Theorem 5. 1 In particular, a single-letterized formula is given
for mixture of i.i.d. sources. Moreover, our result for i.i.d. sources demonstrates that allowing the vanishing error
(i.e., pe → 0 as n → ∞) drastically changes the problem from Arikan’s original problem, where the zero-error
(i.e., pe = 0 for all n) is required.
The last contribution of this paper is to show the significance of our conditional smooth Re´nyi entropy Hεα(X |Y )
in the problem of source coding. We consider the variable-length lossless coding problem of the source X with the
common side-information Y available at the encoder and decoder. We allow the decoder to make a decoding error
1By general formula, we mean that we consider sequences of guessing problems and do not place any underlying structure such as stationarity,
memorylessness and ergodicity on the source [7], [8].
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3with probability at most ε. Then, we evaluate the exponential moment Mρ of the codeword length. In a similar
manner as in the guessing problem, our results show that Hεα(X |Y ) can be used to characterize the minimum value
of Mρ; Theorems 6 and 7 give lower and upper bounds on the minimum value of Mρ by using H
ε
1/(1+ρ)(X |Y ),
and then Theorem 8 gives a general formula for the exponent of the minimum value of Mρ.
B. Related Work
As mentioned above, the concept of smooth Re´nyi entropy was first introduced by Renner and Wolf [5], [6].
Properties of the smooth Re´nyi entropy is investigated by Koga [9] by using majorization theory. As shown in
Corollary 1, one of results in [9] can be obtained as a corollary of our Theorem 1.
It is known that two special cases, α = 0 and α = ∞, of the smooth Re´nyi entropies have clear operational
meaning respectively in the fixed-length source coding [5], [6], [10] and the intrinsic randomness problem [5], [6],
[11]. Similarly, the smooth Re´nyi divergence also finds applications in several coding problems; see, e.g., [12]–[14].
To the author’s best knowledge, this paper first gives clear operational meaning of the conditional smooth Re´nyi
entropy of order α ∈ (0, 1) in guessing and source coding.
As mentioned above, Arikan [2] showed the significance of the Re´nyi entropy in the problem of guessing.
Recently, tighter bounds on guessing moments was given by Sason and Verdu´ [15], where the Re´nyi entropy is
also used. The guessing problem has been studied in various contexts such as the problem of guessing subject to
distortion [16], [17], investigation of a large deviation perspective of guessing [18], [19], and the guesswork in
multi-user systems [20], etc.; see, e.g., [15] and references therein.
Campbell [21] proposed the exponential moment of the codeword length as an alternative to the average codeword
length as a criterion for variable-length lossless source coding, and gave upper and lower bounds on the exponential
moment in terms of the Re´nyi entropy. 2 On the other hand, the problem of variable-length source coding allowing
errors was investigated under the criterion of the average codeword length by Koga and Yamamoto [24] and Kostina
et al. [25], [26]. In [27], the author gave a generalization of Campbell’s result to the case where the decoding error
is allowed. Recently, a similar result without the prefix condition of codewords was given by Sason and Verdu´ [15].
Our results in Section IV can be seen as a generalization of [27], since the result of [27] is obtained by letting
|Y| = 1 in our results.
In this paper, two problems of guessing and source coding are investigated. The relations between the limiting
guessing exponent and the limiting exponent of the moment generating function of codeword lengths in source
coding was pointed out by Arikan and Merhav [16]; see also [18].3 As expected, Theorems 5 and 8 below reveal
the equivalence between the optimal asymptotic exponentEg of guessing cost and that Es of the exponential moment
of codeword lengths in source coding.
2It should be mentioned here that a general problem for the optimization of the exponential moment of a given cost function was investigated
by Merhav [22], [23].
3More recently Beirami et al. [28] showed an interesting connection between guessing and data compression from the geometric perspective.
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4C. Paper Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the conditional ε-smooth Re´nyi entropy Hεα(X |Y ) of
order α is defined, and its properties are investigated. The problems of guessing and source coding are investigated
in Section III and Section IV respectively. Concluding remarks and directions for future work are provided in
Section V. To ensure that the main ideas are seamlessly communicated in the main text, we relegate all proofs to
the appendices.
II. CONDITIONAL SMOOTH RE´NYI ENTROPY
Let X and Y be finite or countably infinite sets. For ε ∈ [0, 1) and a probability distribution PXY on X × Y ,
let Bε(PXY ) be the set of non-negative functions Q with domain X × Y such that Q(x, y) ≤ PXY (x, y), for all
(x, y) ∈ X ×Y , and
∑
x,yQ(x, y) ≥ 1− ε. Then, for α ∈ (0, 1)∪ (1,∞), the conditional ε-smooth Re´nyi entropy
of order α is defined as4
Hεα(X |Y ) ,
α
1− α
log rεα(X |Y ) (1)
where
rεα(X |Y ) , inf
Q∈Bε(PXY )
∑
y∈Y
[∑
x∈X
[Q(x, y)]α
]1/α
. (2)
In the following, we assume that 0 < α < 1.5 Hence, Hεα(X |Y ) can be rewritten as
Hεα(X |Y ) = inf
Q∈Bε(PXY )
α
1− α
log
∑
y∈Y
[∑
x∈X
[Q(x, y)]α
]1/α
(3)
= inf
Q∈Bε(PXY )
α
1− α
log
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)
[∑
x∈X
[
Q(x, y)
PY (y)
]α]1/α
. (4)
In the case of ε = 0, Hεα(X |Y ) is equivalent to the conditional Re´nyi entropy of order α:
6
H0α(X |Y ) =
α
1− α
log
∑
y∈Y
[∑
x∈X
[PXY (x, y)]
α
]1/α
(5)
In the case of |Y| = 1, Hεα(X |Y ) is equivalent to the ε-smooth Re´nyi entropy of order α, which is defined as
Hεα(X) , inf
Q∈Bε(PX )
α
1− α
log
[∑
x∈X
[Q(x)]α
]1/α
(6)
= inf
Q∈Bε(PX )
1
1− α
log
∑
x∈X
[Q(x)]α (7)
where Bε(PX) is the set of non-negative functions Q with domain X such that Q(x) ≤ PX(x), for all x ∈ X , and∑
x∈X Q(x) ≥ 1− ε.
4Throughout this paper, log denotes the natural logarithm.
5As seen below, the conditional ε-smooth Re´nyi entropy of order α = 1/(1 + ρ) ∈ (0, 1) plays an important role in guessing and source
coding.
6It is introduced by Arimoto [4].
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5Here, it should be emphasized that our definition (1) of Hεα(X |Y ) is slightly different from that of Renner and
Wolf [6]. In [6] the conditional smooth Re´nyi entropy is defined as
H˜εα(X |Y ) ,
1
1− α
log r˜εα(X |Y ) (8)
where
r˜εα(X |Y ) , inf
Q∈Bε(PXY )
max
y∈Y:
PY (y)>0
∑
x∈X
[
Q(x, y)
PY (y)
]α
. (9)
To see the difference, rewrite r˜εα(X |Y ) for 0 < α < 1 as
H˜εα(X |Y ) = inf
Q∈Bε(PXY )
1
1− α
log max
y∈Y:
PY (y)>0
∑
x∈X
[
Q(x, y)
PY (y)
]α
(10)
= inf
Q∈Bε(PXY )
α
1− α
log max
y∈Y:
PY (y)>0
[∑
x∈X
[
Q(x, y)
PY (y)
]α]1/α
. (11)
Comparing (11) with (4), we can see that the average of [
∑
x[Q(x, y)/PY (y)]
α]1/α is taken in Hεα(X |Y ), while
the maximum is taken in H˜εα(X |Y ). Hence it is apparent that
Hεα(X |Y ) ≤ H˜
ε
α(X |Y ) (12)
and the equality does not hold in general.
Remark 1. The author thinks that the availability of the side-information Y makes the difference betweenHεα(X |Y )
and H˜εα(X |Y ). In the problem of guessing considered in Section III, the guesser can change the strategy according
to the given y ∈ Y . Similarly, in the problem of source coding with common side-information considered in
Section IV, the encoder can choose the encoding function according to the given y ∈ Y . Hence, in these problems,
“the average with respect to Y ” has the significance in the coding theorems. On the other hand, in the problems
considered in [6], the encoder (or the extractor) cannot access to Y and have to prepare for the worst case. Hence,
“the maximum with respect to Y ” has the significance in [6].
Now, we show several properties of Hεα(X |Y ). First we investigate Q ∈ B
ε(PXY ) attaining the inf in the
definition of Hεα(X |Y ). To do this, we introduce some notations. For each y ∈ Y and i = 1, 2, . . . , let x
i
y be the
i-th probable x ∈ X given y; i.e., (xiy)
∞
i=1 is defined so that
PX|Y (x
1
y |y) ≥ PX|Y (x
2
y |y) ≥ PX|Y (x
3
y |y) ≥ · · · . (13)
Then, for each y ∈ Y and a given εy satisfying 0 ≤ εy < 1, let i∗y = i
∗
y(εy) be the minimum integer such that
i∗y∑
i=1
PX|Y (x
i
y |y) ≥ 1− εy (14)
and let
Q∗εy (x
i
y|y) ,


PX|Y (x
i
y |y), i = 1, 2, . . . , i
∗
y − 1,
1− εy −
∑i∗−1
i=1 PX|Y (x
i
y |y), i = i
∗
y,
0, i > i∗y.
(15)
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6For εy = 1, let i
∗
y(1) =∞ and Q
∗
1(x|y) = PX|Y (x|y) for all (x, y) ∈ X × Y .
Theorem 1. By using notations introduced above, we have
Hεα(X |Y ) = inf
(εy)y∈Y∈E0(ε)
α
1− α
log
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)

 i
∗
y∑
i=1
[
Q∗εy (x
i
y|y)
]α
1/α
(16)
where E0(ε) is the set of (εy)y∈Y satisfying 0 ≤ εy ≤ 1, for all y ∈ Y , and
∑
y εyPY (y) = ε.
Theorem 1 will be proved in Appendix A. As a corollary, we have a known property of Hεα(X), which is proved
in (A) of Theorem 1 of [9].
Corollary 1. Assume that x1, x2, . . . , are sorted so that PX(x
1) ≥ PX(x2) ≥ . . . and let i∗ be the minimum
integer such that
∑i∗
i=1 PX(x
i) ≥ 1− ε. Then
Q∗ε(x
i) ,


PX(x
i), i = 1, 2, . . . , i∗ − 1,
1− ε−
∑i∗−1
i=1 PX|Y (x
i), i = i∗,
0, i > i∗
(17)
attains the inifimum in the definition of Hεα(X); i.e.,
Hεα(X) =
1
1− α
log
i∗∑
i=1
[
Q∗ε(x
i)
]α
. (18)
Next, we investigate the asymptotic behavior of the conditional ε-smooth Re´nyi entropy by using the information
spectrum method [7]. Let us consider a pair of correlated general sources (X,Y ) = {(Xn, Y n)}∞n=1, which is a
sequence of pairs (Xn, Y n) of correlated random variables Xn on the n-th Cartesian product Xn of X and Y n
on Yn. The joint distribution of (Xn, Y n) is denoted by PXnY n , which is not required to satisfy the consistency
condition. Given (X,Y ), α ∈ (0, 1), and ε ∈ [0, 1), let us define Hεα(X|Y ) as
Hεα(X|Y ) , lim
δ↓0
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
Hε+δα (X
n|Y n). (19)
As shown in the following sections, this quantity plays an important role in the general formulas of guessing and
source coding.
Here it is worth to note that Hεα(X|Y ) is non-negative for all α ∈ (0, 1) and ε ∈ [0, 1). Indeed, we can prove
the stronger fact that
lim inf
n→∞
1
n
Hεα(X
n|Y n) ≥ 0, α ∈ (0, 1), ε ∈ [0, 1). (20)
We will prove (20) in Appendix B.
To give a single-letterized form of Hεα(X|Y ), we consider a mixture of i.i.d. sources. Let us consider m distribu-
tions PXiYi (i = 1, 2, . . . ,m) on X×Y . A general source (X,Y ) is said to be a mixture of PX1Y1 , PX2Y2 , . . . , PXmYm
January 25, 2019 DRAFT
7if there exists (α1, α2 . . . , αm) satisfying (i)
∑
i αi = 1, (ii) αi > 0 (i = 1, . . . ,m), and (ii) for all n = 1, 2, . . . ,
all xn = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Xn and yn = (y1, y2, . . . , yn) ∈ Yn,
PXnY n(x
n, yn) =
m∑
i=1
αiPXn
i
Y n
i
(xn, yn) (21)
=
m∑
i=1
αi
n∏
t=1
PXiYi(xt, yt). (22)
For the later use, let Ai ,
∑i−1
j=1 αi (i = 1, 2, . . . ,m) and Am+1 , 1. Further, to simplify the analysis, we assume
that
H(X1|Y1) > H(X2|Y2) > · · · > H(Xm|Ym) (23)
where H(Xi|Yi) is the conditional entropy determined by PXiYi :
H(Xi|Yi) ,
∑
x∈X
PXiYi(x, y) log
1
PXi|Yi(x|y)
. (24)
Then, Hεα(X|Y ) of the mixture (X,Y ) is characterized as in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let (X,Y ) be a mixture of i.i.d. sources satisfying (23). Fix α ∈ (0, 1), i, and ε ∈ [Ai, Ai+1). Then,
we have
Hεα(X|X) = H(Xi|Yi). (25)
Theorem 2 will be proved in Appendix C.
Remark 2. Although Theorem 2 assumes that components are i.i.d., this assumption is not crucial. Indeed, the
property of i.i.d. sources used in the proof of the theorem is only that the AEP [29] holds, i.e.,
lim
n→∞
Pr
{∣∣∣∣ 1n log 1PXn
i
(Xni |Y
n
i )
−H(Xi|Yi)
∣∣∣∣ > ζ
}
= 0 (26)
for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,m and any ζ > 0. Hence, it is straightforward to extend the theorem so that it can be applied
for the mixture of stationary and ergodic sources.
III. GUESSING
In this section, we assume that the alphabet X is finite; we assume that |X | = K and X = {1, 2, . . . ,K}.
A guessing strategy G = ((σy , πy))y∈Y for X given Y is defined by a collection of pairs (σy , πy), for each y, of
(i) a permutation σy on X and (ii) a vector πy = (πy(i))
K
i=1 satisfying 0 ≤ πy(i) ≤ 1 for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,K . Given
the side information y ∈ Y , the “guesser” corresponding to the strategy G guesses the value of X as the following
manner. At the ith step (i = 1, 2, . . . ,K), the guesser determines whether to “give up” or not; the guesser gives
up and stops guessing with probability πy(i) and the error of guessing is declared. If the guesser does not give up
then the value x ∈ X satisfying σy(x) = i is chosen as the “guessed value”. The guessing will be continued until
when the guesser gives up or when the value of X is correctly guessed (i.e., σ−1y (i) = X at the ith step). It should
be noted here that the guessing function studied in [2] corresponds to the guessing strategy such that πy(i) = 0 for
all y ∈ Y and i = 1, 2, . . . ,K .
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8In this paper, we evaluate the “cost” of guessing as follows. If the guessing is stopped before the value of X is
correctly guessed then a constant cost ce ≥ 0 is given as “penalty”. Otherwise, the cost of guessing is given by iρ
when the value of X is correctly guessed at the ith step, where ρ ≥ 0 is a constant. For each y ∈ Y , let
λy(i) ,
i∏
j=1
(1− πy(j)), i = 1, 2, . . . ,K. (27)
Then we can see that, given y ∈ Y , the conditional probability of the event “the value of X is correctly guessed
at the i-th step before give up” is
λy(i)PX|Y (σ
−1
y (i)|y) (28)
and thus, the conditional probability of the event “the guesser gives up before guessing the the value of X correctly”
is
1−
K∑
i=1
λy(i)PX|Y (σ
−1
y (i)|y)
= 1−
∑
x∈X
λy(σy(x))PX|Y (x|y). (29)
Hence, the error probability pe = pe(G|X,Y ), i.e., the average probability such that the guessing is stopped before
the value of X is correctly guessed, is given by
pe =
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)
{
1−
K∑
i=1
λy(i)PX|Y (σ
−1
y (i)|y)
}
(30)
=
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)
{
1−
∑
x∈X
λy(σy(i))PX|Y (x|y)
}
(31)
= 1−
∑
(x,y)∈X×Y
λy(σy(x))PXY (x, y), (32)
and the expected value C¯′ρ = C¯
′
ρ(G|X,Y ) of the cost is given by
C¯′ρ =
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)
{
K∑
i=1
λy(i)PX|Y (σ
−1
y (i)|y)i
ρ
}
+ pece. (33)
For some applications, it may be natural to simply minimize the cost C¯′ρ. However, for some applications, it is
not easy to evaluate the precise value ce of the penalty for stopping the guessing.
7 In such a situation, we may
consider the cost of guessing and the penalty separately, and minimize
C¯ρ(G|X,Y ) ,
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)
{
K∑
i=1
λy(i)PX|Y (σ
−1
y (i)|y)i
ρ
}
(34)
=
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)
{∑
x∈X
λy(σy(x))PX|Y (x|y)σy(x)
ρ
}
(35)
=
∑
(x,y)∈X×Y
λy(σy(x))PXY (x, y)σy(x)
ρ (36)
7Although we assume that ce is a constant, it may depend on the true value of X , the number of guesses before giving up, etc; It heavily
depends on the application. Hence we leave the general cost case as a future work, and concentrate on the first term of (33).
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9under the constraint on the probability pe of stopping the guessing. Further, if the minimum value C¯
∗
ρ(ε) of C¯ρ
under the constraint that pe ≤ ε is known, it is not hard to optimize C¯′ρ; the optimal value can be written as
infε[C¯
∗
ρ(ε)+εce]. So, we study the minimizing problem of C¯ρ under the constraint that pe ≤ ε for a given constant
0 ≤ ε ≤ 1; the results are summarized in the following theorems:
Theorem 3. Fix ρ > 0 and ε ∈ [0, 1). For any guessing strategy G satisfying pe(G|X,Y ) ≤ ε, the expected value
C¯ρ = C¯ρ(G|X,Y ) of the cost must satisfy
C¯ρ ≥ (1 + logK)
−ρ exp
{
ρHε1
1+ρ
(X |Y )
}
. (37)
Theorem 4. Fix ρ > 0 and ε ∈ [0, 1). There exists a guessing strategy G such that the error probability satisfies
pe(G|X,Y ) ≤ ε and the expected value C¯ρ = C¯ρ(G|X,Y ) of the cost satisfies
C¯ρ ≤ exp
{
ρHε1
1+ρ
(X |Y )
}
. (38)
Theorems 3 and 4 will be proved in Appendix D.
Remark 3. The proof of Theorem 4 reveals the fact that “the optimal guesser throws a dice at most once”; i.e.,
for all y ∈ Y , πy = (πy(i))Ki=1 of the optimal strategy G satisfies
πy(i) =


0 : i < i∗y
1 : i > i∗y
(39)
and 0 ≤ πy(i∗) ≤ 1 for some i∗ (i∗ = 0, 1, . . . ,K). In other words, the optimal guesser makes guesses i∗−1 times
(or until the value of X is correctly guessed), and then, moves on the i∗th guessing with the probability 1−πy(i∗).
Now, let us consider the asymptotic behavior of the cost of guessing. Particularly we investigate the asymptotic
behavior of the exponent of the cost. So, we define the achievability of the exponential value as follows.
Definition 1. Given a constant ρ > 0 and a general source (X,Y ), a value Eg is said to be ε-achievable if there
exists a sequence {Gn}∞n=1 of strategies satisfying
lim sup
n→∞
pe(Gn|X
n, Y n) ≤ ε (40)
and
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
log C¯ρ(Gn|X
n, Y n) ≤ Eg. (41)
The infimum of ε-achievable values is denoted by Eg(ρ, ε|X,Y ).
Then we have the following theorem, where Hεα(X|Y ) defined in (19) characterized the optimal asymptotic
exponent of the guessing cost.
Theorem 5. For any ρ > 0 and ε ∈ [0, 1),
Eg(ρ, ε|X,Y ) = ρH
ε
1/(1+ρ)(X|Y ). (42)
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The theorem will be proved in Appendix D-C. Combining Theorem 5 with Theorem 2, we can obtain the
single-letterized characterization of Eg(ρ, ε|X,Y ) for a mixed source (X,Y ).
Corollary 2. Let (X,Y ) be a mixture of i.i.d. sources satisfying (23). Then, for any ρ > 0 and ε ∈ [0, 1),
Eg(ρ, ε|X,Y ) = ρH(Xi|Yi) (43)
where i is determined so that ε ∈ [Ai, Ai+1).
In particular, let us consider a special case of guessing for an i.i.d. source (i.e., m = 1) under the constraint
ε = 0. Corollary 2 shows
Eg(ρ, 0|X,Y ) = ρH(X |Y ). (44)
In other words, Eg(ρ, 0|X,Y ) is determined by the parameter ρ and the conditional entropy H(X |Y ) of the
source. On the other hand, Proposition 5 of [2] shows that the exponent of the optimal guessing for an i.i.d. source is
ρH01/(1+ρ)(X |Y ), which is characterized by ρ and the conventional Re´nyi entropy. It may seem to be a contradiction,
but it is not. The constraint ε = 0 in our problem requires that pe → 0 as n → ∞; i.e., the vanishing error is
allowed. On the other hand, Arikan’s original guessing problem [2] requires the zero-error; i.e., it is required that
pe = 0 for all n. Our result shows that allowing the vanishing error changes the problem drastically.
Remark 4. It is well known that, in the channel coding problem, the zero-error capacity [30] is quite different from
the conventional capacity. The above argument demonstrates that an analogue holds also in the guessing problem.
IV. SOURCE CODING
A variable-length source code Φ = ((ϕy, ψy, Cy))y∈Y for X with the common-side-information Y is determined
a collection of triplets (ϕy, ψy, Cy), for each y ∈ Y , of (i) a set Cy ⊂ {0, 1}∗ of finite-length binary strings, (ii) an
stochastic encoder mapping ϕy : X → C, and (iii) a decoder mapping ψy : C → X . Without loss of generality, we
assume that Cy = {ϕy(x) : x ∈ X}. Further, we assume that Cy satisfies the prefix condition for each y ∈ Y .
Note that we allow the encoder mapping ϕy to be stochastic. Let Wϕy (c|x) be the probability that x ∈ X is
encoded in c ∈ Cy by ϕy . Then, the error probability pe = pe(Φ|X,Y ) of the code Φ is defined as
pe ,
∑
y∈Y
PY (y) Pr {X 6= ψy(ϕ(X))} (45)
=
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)


∑
x∈X
PX|Y (x|y)
∑
c:x 6=ψy(c)
Wϕy (c|x)

 (46)
=
∑
(x,y)∈X×
PXY (x, y)
∑
c:x 6=ψy(c)
Wϕy (c|x). (47)
The length of the codeword ϕy(x) of x (in bits) is denoted by ‖ϕy(x)‖. Let ℓ(·|y) be the length function (in
nats):
ℓ(x|y) , ‖ϕy(x)‖ log 2. (48)
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In this study, we focus on the exponential moment of the length function. For a given ρ > 0, let us define the
exponential moment Mρ =Mρ(Φ|X,Y ) of the length function as
Mρ , EPXY [exp{ρℓ(X |Y )}] (49)
=
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)


∑
x∈X
PX|Y (x|y)
∑
c∈Cy
Wϕy (c|x) exp{ρ ‖c‖ log 2}

 (50)
=
∑
(x,y)∈X×Y
PXY (x, y)
∑
c∈Cy
Wϕy (c|x) exp{ρ ‖c‖ log 2}. (51)
subject to pe(Φ) ≤ ε, where EP denotes the expectation with respect to the distribution P .
Remark 5. Without loss of optimality we can assume that the decoder mapping ψy is deterministic for all y ∈ Y .
Indeed, for a given Wϕy , we can choose ψy so that
ψy(c) = argmax
x∈X
Wϕy (c|x)PX|Y (x|y). (52)
We consider the problem of minimizing Mρ under the constraint that pe ≤ ε for a given constant 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1; the
results are summarized in the following theorems:
Theorem 6. Fix ρ > 0 and ε ∈ [0, 1). For any code Φ satisfying pe(Φ|X,Y ) ≤ ε, the momentMρ = Mρ(Φ|X,Y )
must satisfy
Mρ ≥ exp
{
ρHε 1
1+ρ
(X |Y )
}
. (53)
Theorem 7. Fix ρ > 0 and ε ∈ [0, 1). There exists a code Φ such that pe(Φ|X,Y ) ≤ ε and Mρ = Mρ(Φ|X,Y )
satisfies
Mρ ≤ 2
2ρ exp
{
ρHε1
1+ρ
(X |Y )
}
+ ε2ρ. (54)
Theorems 6 and 7 and will be proved in Appendix E.
Remark 6. While we allow the encoder mapping ϕ to be stochastic in Theorem 7, we can see the fact that “the
optimal encode throws a dice at most once”; cf. Remark 3. Hence, it is not hard to modify the theorem for the case
where only deterministic encoder mappings are allowed. We omit the details, but see Proposition 1 of [27] for the
case of |Y| = 1.
Now, let us consider the asymptotic behavior of the exponential moment of the length function. In a same way
as Eg, we define the achievability of the exponential value as follows.
Definition 2. Given a constant ρ > 0 and a general source (X,Y ), a value Es is said to be ε-achievable if there
exists a sequence {Φn}∞n=1 of variable-length codes satisfying
lim sup
n→∞
pe(Φn|X
n, Y n) ≤ ε (55)
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and
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
logMρ(Φn|X
n, Y n) ≤ Es. (56)
The infimum of ε-achievable values is denoted by Es(ρ, ε|X,Y ).
Then we have the following general formula, which will be proved in Appendix E-C.
Theorem 8. For any ρ > 0 and ε ∈ [0, 1),
Es(ρ, ε|X,Y ) = ρH
ε
1/(1+ρ)(X|Y ). (57)
Combining Theorem 8 with Theorem 2, we can obtain the single-letterized characterization of Es(ρ, ε|X,Y )
for a mixed source (X,Y ).
Corollary 3. Let (X,Y ) be a mixture of i.i.d. sources satisfying (23). Then, for any ρ > 0 and ε ∈ [0, 1),
Es(ρ, ε|X,Y ) = ρH(Xi|Yi) (58)
where i is determined so that ε ∈ [Ai, Ai+1).
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, a novel definition of the conditional smooth Re´nyi entropy was introduced, and its significance in
the problems of guessing and source coding was demonstrated.
Although properties of Hεα(X |Y ) and H
ε
α(X|Y ) are investigated in Section II, we consider only the case of
α ∈ (0, 1). It is an important future work to investigate the properties of Hεα(X |Y ) and H
ε
α(X|Y ) of order α > 1.
On the other hand, in the coding theorems in Sections III and IV, it is sufficient to consider the the conditional
smooth Re´nyi entropy of order α = 1/(1 + ρ) ∈ (0, 1). It is an important future work to find the operational
meaning of Hεα(X |Y ) of order α > 1.
In Section IV, we assume that the common side-information Y is available at encoder and decoder. As mentioned
in Remark 1, the availability of Y at the encoder is very important. The author conjectures that, in the case such that
Y is available only at decoder, H˜εα(X |Y ) instead of H
ε
α(X |Y ) characterizes the exponential moment of codeword
lengths. We leave it as a future work.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Before proving the theorem, we give several lemmas in Subsection A-A. The proof of the theorem is given in
Subsection A-B.
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A. Lemmas
Lemma 1. Let k be a finite integer. Assume that p = (pi)
k
i=1 and q = (qi)
k
i=1 satisfy pi ≥ 0, qi ≥ 0 (i =
1, 2, . . . , k),
j∑
i=1
pi ≤
j∑
i=1
qi, j = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1, (59)
and
n∑
i=1
pi =
n∑
i=1
qi. (60)
Then, for all α ∈ (0, 1), we have
k∑
i=1
pαi ≥
k∑
i=1
qαi . (61)
The lemma is a consequence of the Schur concavity of the function f(p) =
∑k
i=1 p
α
i for α ∈ (0, 1); f is Schur
concave and the assumption of the lemma means p ≺ q (i.e., q majorizes p), hence we have f(p) ≥ f(q). See
[31] for more details.
By modifying Lemma 1, we have the following key lemma.
Lemma 2. Fix α ∈ (0, 1), ε ∈ (0, 1] and p = (pi)∞i=1 satisfying (i) pi ≥ 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , (ii) p1 ≥ p2 ≥ p3 ≥
· · · , and (iii)
∑
i pi = 1. Let i
∗ be the minimum integer such that
∑i∗
i=1 pi ≥ 1− ε and let
q∗i ,


pi, i = 1, 2, . . . , i
∗ − 1,
1− ε−
∑i∗−1
i=1 pi, i = i
∗,
0, i > i∗.
(62)
Then we have
∞∑
i=1
(q∗i )
α = inf
q∈Bε(p)
∞∑
i=1
qαi (63)
where Bε(p) is the set of q = (qi)∞i=1 satisfying 0 ≤ qi ≤ pi (i = 1, 2, . . . ) and
∑
i qi ≥ 1− ε.
Proof: Let
Bε0 ,
{
q ∈ Bε(p) :
∑
i
qi = 1− ε
}
(64)
and
Bε0,finite , {q ∈ B
ε
0(p) : ∃k s.t. qi = 0 for all i > k} . (65)
For any q ∈ Bε(p), there exists qˆ ∈ Bε0(p) satisfying 0 ≤ qˆi < qi for all i = 1, 2, . . . . Since
∑
i qˆ
α
i ≤
∑
i q
α
i , we
have
inf
q∈Bε0(p)
∞∑
i=1
qαi = inf
q∈Bε(p)
∞∑
i=1
qαi . (66)
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On the other hand, Lemma 1 guarantees that
∞∑
i=1
(q∗i )
α = inf
q∈Bε0,finite(p)
∞∑
i=1
qαi . (67)
So, to prove the lemma, it is sufficient to prove the following fact: For any q satisfying q ∈ Bε0(p) and q /∈
Bε0,finite(p), there exists qˆ ∈ B
ε
0,finite(p) such that
∑
i qˆ
α
i ≤
∑
i q
α
i . Indeed, the fact can be proved as follows.
Since q ∈ Bε0(p) and q /∈ B
ε
0,finite(p), we can choose finite integers j and k such that qj < pj , k > j, and∑∞
i=k+1 qi < pj − qj . Then, choose qˆ so that
qˆi ,


qi, i = 1, 2, . . . , j − 1, j + 1, . . . , k
qj +
∑∞
i′=k+1 qi′ , i = j,
0, i > k.
(68)
Since tα ≥ t for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, we have(
qj
qˆj
)α
+
∞∑
i′=k+1
(
qi′
qˆj
)α
≥
qj
qˆj
+
∞∑
i′=k+1
qi′
qˆj
= 1 (69)
and thus
qαj +
∞∑
i′=k+1
qαi′ ≥ qˆ
α
j . (70)
Hence we have
∑
i qˆ
α
i ≤
∑
i q
α
i .
B. Proof of Theorem 1
Given Q(x, y) ∈ Bε(PXY ), we can see that γxy , Q(x, y)/PXY (x, y) satisfies (i) 0 ≤ γxy ≤ 1 for each
(x, y) ∈ X × Y and (ii)
∑
x,y γxyPXY (x, y) ≥ 1− ε. Hence, we can rewrite (4) as
Hεα(X |Y ) = inf
α
1− α
log
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)
[∑
x∈X
[
γxyPXY (x, y)
PY (y)
]α]1/α
(71)
= inf
α
1− α
log
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)
[∑
x∈X
[
γxyPX|Y (x|y)
]α]1/α
(72)
where inf is taken over all (γxy)(x,y)∈X×Y such that (i) 0 ≤ γxy ≤ 1 for each (x, y) ∈ X × Y and (ii)∑
x,y γxyPXY (x, y) ≥ 1− ε.
Now, suppose that (γxy)(x,y)∈X×Y satisfies (i) and (ii) above. Then, since
∑
x γxyPXY (x, y) ≤
∑
x PXY (x, y) =
PY (y), we can see that γy ,
∑
x γxyPXY (x, y)/PY (y) =
∑
x γxyPX|Y (x|y) satisfies (i) 0 ≤ γy ≤ 1 for all y ∈ Y
and (ii)
∑
y γyPY (y) =
∑
x,y γxyPXY (x, y) ≥ 1−ε. In other words, εy , 1−γy and QX|Y (x|y) , γxyPX|Y (x|y)
satisfy (i) 0 ≤ εy ≤ 1, (ii)
∑
y εyPY (y) ≤ ε, (iii) 0 ≤ QX|Y (x|y) ≤ PX|Y (x|y), and (iv)
∑
xQX|Y (x|y) = 1− εy.
On the other hand, given (εy)y∈Y andQX|Y satisfying (i)–(iv), we can determine the corresponding (γxy)(x,y)∈X×Y .
This observation brings another representation of (72):
Hεα(X |Y ) = inf
(εy)y∈Y∈E(ε)
α
1− α
log
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)
[
inf
QX|Y ∈B
εy
0 (PX|Y ,y)
∑
x∈X
[
QX|Y (x|y)
]α]1/α
(73)
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where (i) E(ε) is the set of (εy)y∈Y satisfying 0 ≤ εy ≤ 1 and
∑
y εyPY (y) ≤ ε, and (ii) B
εy
0 (PX|Y , y) is the set
of non-negative functions QX|Y (·|y) on X such that QX|Y (x|y) ≤ PX|Y (x|y) and
∑
xQX|Y (x|y) = 1− εy. From
Lemma 2, we can see that, for all y ∈ Y ,
i∗y(εy)∑
i=1
[
Q∗εy (x
i
y|y)
]α
= inf
QX|Y ∈B
εy
0 (PX|Y ,y)
∑
x∈X
[
QX|Y (x|y)
]α
(74)
where i∗y(εy) and Q
∗
εy are defined as in (14) and (15). Further, for any (εy)y∈Y ∈ E(ε), there exists (εˆy)y∈Y ∈ E0(ε)
such that εy ≤ εˆy and thus
i∗y(εˆy)∑
i=1
[
Q∗εˆy (x
i
y |y)
]α
≤
i∗y(εy)∑
i=1
[
Q∗εy (x
i
y |y)
]α
, y ∈ Y. (75)
Hence we have (16).
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF (20)
From (4), we have
Hεα(X
n|Y n) = inf
Qn∈Bε(PXnY n )
α
1− α
log
∑
yn∈Yn
PY n(y
n)
[ ∑
xn∈Xn
[
Qn(x
n, yn)
PY n(yn)
]α]1/α
. (76)
Since
Qn(x
n, yn)
PY n(yn)
≤
PXnY n(x
n, yn)
PY n(yn)
= PXn|Y n(x
n|yn) ≤ 1, (77)
we have Qn(x
n, yn)/PY n(y
n) ≤ [Qn(xn, yn)/PY n(yn)]α for α ∈ (0, 1), and thus,
Hεα(X
n|Y n) ≥ inf
Qn∈Bε(PXnY n )
α
1− α
log
∑
yn∈Yn
PY n(y
n)
[ ∑
xn∈Xn
Qn(x
n, yn)
PY n(yn)
]1/α
(78)
(a)
≥ inf
Qn∈Bε(PXnY n )
α
1− α
log

 ∑
yn∈Yn
∑
xn∈Xn
Qn(x
n, yn)


1/α
(79)
= inf
Qn∈Bε(PXnY n )
1
1− α
log

 ∑
yn∈Yn
∑
xn∈Xn
Qn(x
n, yn)

 (80)
≥
1
1− α
log(1− ε) (81)
where (a) follows from Jensen’s inequality. Hence
1
n
Hεα(X
n|Y n) ≥
1
n(1− α)
log(1− ε). (82)
Taking the inferior limit of both sides, we have (20).
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Before proving the theorem, we give several lemmas in Subsection C-A. The proof of the theorem is given in
Subsection C-B.
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A. Lemmas
Lemma 3. Fix ζ > 0 arbitrarily. Then, there exists an integer n0 so that for all n ≥ n0 and all i = 1, 2, . . . ,m,
Pr
{
1
n
log
1
PXn|Y n(Xn|Y n)
≥ H(Xi|Yi)− ζ
}
≥ Ai+1 −
ζ
2
. (83)
Proof: For each k = 1, 2, . . . ,m, let
Snk ,
{
(xn, yn) :
1
n
log
1
PXn
k
Y n
k
(xn|yn)
≥ H(Xk|Yk)−
ζ
2
}
. (84)
Since i.i.d. sources satisfy the AEP [29], we can choose n1 such that
∑
(xn,yn)∈Sn
k
PXn
k
Y n
k
(xn, yn) ≥ 1−
ζ
4
, ∀n ≥ n1, ∀k = 1, 2, . . . ,m. (85)
Moreover, we can choose n0 ≥ n1 so that
−
1
n
log
ζ
4
≤
ζ
2
, ∀n ≥ n0. (86)
Then, for all n ≥ n0, any i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, and any k = 1, 2, . . . , i,
S˜ni ,
{
(xn, yn) :
1
n
log
1
PXn|Y n(xn|yn)
≥ H(Xi|Yi)− ζ
}
(87)
and
T nk ,
{
(xn, yn) : PXn
k
|Y n
k
(xn|yn) ≤
ζ
4
PXn|Y n(x
n|yn)
}
(88)
satisfy that
S˜ni ∪ T
n
k ⊇
{
(xn, yn) :
1
n
log
ζ/4
PXn
k
|Y n
k
(xn|yn)
≥ H(Xi|Yi)− ζ
}
(89)
=
{
(xn, yn) :
1
n
log
1
PXn
k
|Y n
k
(xn|yn)
≥ H(Xi|Yi)− ζ −
1
n
log
ζ
4
}
(90)
⊇
{
(xn, yn) :
1
n
log
1
PXn
k
|Y n
k
(xn|yn)
≥ H(Xi|Yi)−
ζ
2
}
(91)
⊇ Snk . (92)
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Thus, we have
∑
(xn,yn)∈S˜n
i
PXnY n(x
n, yn) ≥
i∑
k=1
αk
∑
(xn,yn)∈S˜n
i
PXn
k
Y n
k
(xn, yn) (93)
≥
i∑
k=1
αk
∑
(xn,yn)∈Sn
k
PXn
k
Y n
k
(xn, yn)−
i∑
k=1
αk
∑
(xn,yn)∈T n
k
PXn
k
Y n
k
(xn, yn) (94)
=
i∑
k=1
αk
∑
(xn,yn)∈Sn
k
PXn
k
Y n
k
(xn, yn)−
i∑
k=1
αk
∑
(xn,yn)∈T n
k
PY n
k
(yn)PXn
k
|Y n
k
(xn|yn)
(95)
≥ Ai+1
(
1−
ζ
4
)
−
i∑
k=1
αk
∑
(xn,yn)∈T n
k
ζ
4
PY n
k
(yn)PXn|Y n(x
n|yn) (96)
≥ Ai+1
(
1−
ζ
4
)
−
ζ
4
(97)
≥ Ai+1 −
ζ
2
. (98)
Lemma 4. Fix ζ > 0 arbitrarily. Then, there exists an integer n0 so that for all n ≥ n0 and all i = 1, 2, . . . ,m,
Pr
{
1
n
log
1
PXnY n(Xn|Y n)
≤ H(Xi|Yi) + ζ
}
≥ 1−Ai −
ζ
2
. (99)
Proof: For each k = 1, 2, . . . ,m, let
Snk ,
{
xn :
1
n
log
1
PXn
k
|Y n
k
(xn|yn)
≤ H(Xk|Yk) +
ζ
3
}
. (100)
Since i.i.d. sources satisfy the AEP [29], we can choose n1 such that
∑
(xn,yn)∈Sn
k
PXn
k
Y n
k
(xn, yn) ≥ 1−
ζ
4
, ∀n ≥ n1, ∀k = 1, 2, . . . ,m. (101)
Moreover, we can choose n0 ≥ n1 so that
−
1
n
logαk ≤
ζ
3
, ∀n ≥ n0, ∀k = 1, 2, . . . ,m (102)
and
−
1
n
log
ζ
4
≤
ζ
3
, ∀n ≥ n0. (103)
Then, for all n ≥ n0 and any i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, and any k = i, i+ 1, . . . ,m,
S˜ni ,
{
(xn, yn) :
1
n
log
1
PXn|Y n(xn|yn)
≤ H(Xk|Yk) + ζ
}
(104)
and
T nk , X
n ×
{
yn : PY n
k
(yn) ≤
ζ
4
PY n(y
n)
}
(105)
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satisfy that
S˜ni ∪ T
n
k =
{
(xn, yn) :
1
n
log
1
PXnY n(xn, yn)
−
1
n
log
1
PY n(yn)
≤ H(Xi|Yi) + ζ
}
∪ T nk (106)
⊇
{
(xn, yn) :
1
n
log
1
αkPXn
k
Y n
k
(xn, yn)
−
1
n
log
1
PY n(yn)
≤ H(Xi|Yi) + ζ
}
∪ T nk (107)
⊇
{
(xn, yn) :
1
n
log
1
αkPXn
k
Y n
k
(xn, yn)
−
1
n
log
ζ/4
PY n
k
(ynk )
≤ H(Xi|Yi) + ζ
}
(108)
⊇
{
(xn, yn) :
1
n
log
1
PXn
k
|Y n
k
(xn|yn)
≤ H(Xi|Yi) +
ζ
3
}
(109)
⊇ Snk . (110)
Thus, we have∑
(xn,yn)∈S˜n
i
PXnY n(x
n, yn) ≥
m∑
k=i
αk
∑
(xn,yn)∈S˜n
i
PXn
k
Y n
k
(xn, yn) (111)
≥
m∑
k=i
αk
∑
(xn,yn)∈Sn
k
PXn
k
Y n
k
(xn, yn)−
m∑
k=i
αk
∑
(xn,yn)∈T n
k
PXn
k
Y n
k
(xn, yn) (112)
=
m∑
k=i
αk
∑
(xn,yn)∈Sn
k
PXn
k
Y n
k
(xn, yn)−
m∑
k=i
αk
∑
(xn,yn)∈T n
k
PY n
k
(yn)PXn
k
|Y n
k
(xn|yn)
(113)
≥ (1− Ai)
(
1−
ζ
4
)
−
i∑
k=1
αk
∑
(xn,yn)∈T n
k
ζ
4
PY n(y
n)PXn
k
|Y n
k
(xn|yn) (114)
= (1− Ai)
(
1−
ζ
4
)
−
i∑
k=1
αk
∑
yn
ζ
4
PY n(y
n) (115)
≥ (1− Ai)
(
1−
ζ
4
)
−
ζ
4
(116)
≥ 1−Ai −
ζ
2
. (117)
Lemma 5. Fix ζ > 0 so that H(Xj |Yj)− ζ > H(Xj+1|Yj+1)+ ζ for all j = 1, 2, . . . ,m−1. Then, for sufficiently
large n and any i = 1, 2, . . . ,m,
αi − ζ ≤ Pr
{∣∣∣∣ 1n log 1PXn|Y n(Xn|Y n) −H(Xi|Yi)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ζ
}
≤ αi + ζ. (118)
Proof: From Lemmas 3 and 4, we have
Pr
{∣∣∣∣ 1n log 1PXn|Y n(Xn|Y n) −H(Xi|Yi)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ζ
}
= Pr
{
1
n
log
1
PXn|Y n(Xn|Y n)
≤ H(Xi|Yi) + ζ
}
− Pr
{
1
n
log
1
PXn|Y n(Xn|Y n)
< H(Xi|Yi)− ζ
}
(119)
≥ {1−Ai − ζ/2} − {1− (Ai+1 − ζ/2)} (120)
= αi − ζ (121)
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and
Pr
{∣∣∣∣ 1n log 1PXn|Y n(Xn|Y n) −H(Xi|Yi)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ζ
}
= Pr
{
1
n
log
1
PXn|Y n(Xn|Y n)
≤ H(Xi|Yi) + ζ
}
− Pr
{
1
n
log
1
PXn|Y n(Xn|Y n)
< H(Xi|Yi)− ζ
}
(122)
≤ Pr
{
1
n
log
1
PXn|Y n(Xn|Y n)
< H(Xi−1|Yi−1)− ζ
}
− Pr
{
1
n
log
1
PXn|Y n(Xn|Y n)
≤ H(Xi+1|Yi+1) + ζ
}
(123)
≤ {1− (Ai − ζ/2)} − {1−Ai+1 − ζ/2} (124)
= αi + ζ. (125)
B. Proof of Theorem 2
To prove the proposition, it is sufficient to show that, for ε satisfying Ai < ε < Ai+1,
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
Hεα(X
n|Y n) ≤ H(Xi|Yi) (126)
and
lim inf
n→∞
1
n
Hεα(X
n|Y n) ≥ H(Xi|Yi). (127)
Proof of (126): Fix ζ > 0 sufficiently small so that H(Xj |Yj) − ζ > H(Xj+1|Yj+1) + ζ for all j =
1, 2, . . . ,m− 1 and that Ai +mζ < ε. For j = 1, 2, . . . ,m, let
Tn(j) ,
{
(xn, yn) :
∣∣∣∣ 1n log 1PXn|Y n(xn|yn) −H(Xj |Yj)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ζ
}
(128)
and for each yn ∈ Yn let
Tn(j|y
n) , {xn : (xn, yn) ∈ Tn(j)} . (129)
Note that Tn(j) ∩ Tn(jˆ) = ∅ (j 6= jˆ). Further, from Lemma 5, we have
Pr

(Xn, Y n) ∈
m⋃
j=i
Tn(j)

 =
m∑
j=i
Pr {(Xn, Y n) ∈ Tn(j)} (130)
≥
m∑
j=i
(αj − ζ) (131)
≥ 1−Ai −mζ (132)
≥ 1− ε. (133)
From (133), we can see that
Qn(x
n, yn) ,


PXnY n(x
n, yn), if (xn, yn) ∈
⋃m
j=i Tn(j)
0, otherwise
(134)
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satisfies Qn ∈ Bε(PXnY n). Thus, from the definition of rεα(X
n|Y n),
rεα(X
n|Y n) ≤
∑
yn∈Yn
[ ∑
xn∈Xn
[Qn(x
n, yn)]α
]1/α
(135)
=
∑
yn∈Yn

 m∑
j=i
∑
xn∈Tn(j|yn)
[PXnY n(x
n, yn)]α


1/α
(136)
=
∑
yn∈Yn
PY n(y
n)

 m∑
j=i
∑
xn∈Tn(j|yn)
[PXn|Y n(x
n|yn)]α


1/α
(137)
≤
∑
yn∈Yn
PY n(y
n)

 m∑
j=i
|Tn(j|y
n)| exp{−αn(H(Xj|Yj)− ζ)}


1/α
(138)
≤
∑
yn∈Yn
PY n(y
n)

 m∑
j=i
exp{n(H(Xj|Yj) + ζ)} exp{−αn(H(Xj |Yj)− ζ)}


1/α
(139)
=
∑
yn∈Yn
PY n(y
n)

 m∑
j=i
exp{n[(1− α)H(Xj |Yj) + (1 + α)ζ]}


1/α
(140)
≤
∑
yn∈Yn
PY n(y
n) [m exp{n[(1− α)H(Xi|Yi) + (1 + α)ζ]}]
1/α
(141)
= m1/α exp
{
n
[
1− α
α
H(Xi|Yi) + (1 + α)ζ/α
]}
. (142)
Hence, we have
1
n
Hεα(PXn) ≤ H(Xi|Yi) +
1 + α
1− α
ζ +
1
n(1− α)
logm (143)
and thus
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
Hεα(PXn) ≤ H(Xi|Yi) +
1 + α
1− α
ζ. (144)
Since we can choose ζ > 0 arbitrarily small, we have (126).
Proof of (127): If H(Xi) = 0 then (127) is apparent, since (20) holds. So, we assume H(Xi) > 0. Fix ζ > 0
sufficiently small so thatH(Xj)−ζ > H(Xj+1)+ζ for all j = 1, 2, . . . ,m−1 and that Ai+6mζ < ε < Ai+1−6mζ.
We assume that n is sufficiently large so that exp{−n[H(Xi|Yi)− ζ]} ≤ mζ.
In this proof, we use x (resp. y) instead of xn ∈ Xn (resp. yn ∈ Yn) to simplify the notation; n should be
apparent from the context. From Theorem 1, we can choose (εy)y∈Yn ∈ E0(ε), Q
∗
εy (·|y), and i
∗
y
= i∗
y
(εy) such
that
Hεα(X
n|Y n) + ζ ≥
α
1− α
log
∑
y∈Yn
PY n(y)

 i
∗
y∑
i=1
[
Q∗εy(x
i
y
|y)
]α
1/α
(145)
where x1
y
,x2
y
,x3
y
, . . . are sorted so that
PXn|Y n(x
1
y
|y) ≥ PXn|Y n(x
2
y
|y) ≥ PXn|Y n(x
3
y
|y) ≥ · · · . (146)
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Let An(y) , {xiy : i = 1, 2, . . . , i
∗
y
− 1} and A+n (y) , An(y) ∪ {x
i∗
y
y }. Then, letting
A+n ,
⋃
y∈Yn
A+n (y)× {y}, (147)
we have
Pr{(Xn, Y n) ∈ A+n } ≥ 1− ε. (148)
On the other hand, let us define Tn(j) and Tn(j|y) as in (128) and (129). Then, from Lemma 5, we have
Pr

(Xn, Y n) /∈
m⋃
j=1
Tn(j)

 ≤ mζ (149)
and
Pr

(Xn, Y n) ∈
m⋃
j=i+1
Tn(j)

 ≤
m∑
j=i+1
(αj + ζ) (150)
≤ 1−Ai+1 +mζ (151)
≤ 1− ε− 5mζ. (152)
Thus, from (148), (149), and (152), we have
Pr

(Xn, Y n) ∈ A+n ∩
i⋃
j=1
Tn(j)

 ≥ 4mζ. (153)
In other words,
∑
y∈Yn
PY n(y)
∑
x∈A+n (y)∩
⋃
i
j=1 Tn(j|y)
PXn|Y n(x|y) ≥ 4mζ. (154)
Hence, letting
Un ,

y ∈ Yn :
∑
x∈A+n (y)∩
⋃
i
j=1 Tn(j|y)
PXn|Y n(x|y) ≥ 2mζ

 , (155)
we have
∑
y/∈Un
PY n(y
n)2mζ +
∑
y∈Un
PY n(y
n) ≥ 4mζ (156)
and thus,
∑
y∈Un
PY n(y
n) ≥
2mζ
1− 2mζ
. (157)
Now fix y ∈ Un. If x
i∗
y
y /∈
⋃i
j=1 Tn(j|y) then∑
x∈An(y)∩
⋃
i
j=1 Tn(j|y)
PXn|Y n(x|y) =
∑
x∈A+n (y)∩
⋃
i
j=1 Tn(j|y)
PXn|Y n(x|y) ≥ 2mζ ≥ mζ. (158)
If x
i∗
y
y ∈ Tn(j|y) for some j = 1, . . . , i then
PXn|Y n(x
i∗
y
y |y) ≤ exp{−n[H(Xj|Yj)− ζ]} ≤ exp{−n[H(Xi|Yi)− ζ]} ≤ mζ (159)
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and thus
∑
x∈An(y)∩
⋃
i
j=1 Tn(j|y)
PXn|Y n(x|y) ≥
∑
x∈A+n (y)∩
⋃
i
j=1 Tn(j|y)
PXn|Y n(x|y)−mζ ≥ mζ. (160)
Hence we have
∑
x∈An(y)∩
⋃
i
j=1 Tn(j|y)
PXn|Y n(x|y) ≥ mζ, y ∈ Un. (161)
Further, let pj(y) ,
∑
x∈An(y)∩Tn(j|y)
PXn|Y n(x|y) for j = 1, 2, . . . , i. Then, since Tn(j|y) ∩ Tn(jˆ|y) = ∅
(j 6= jˆ), we have
i∑
j=1
pj(y) ≥ mζ, y ∈ Un (162)
and
|An(y) ∩ Tn(j|y)| ≥ pj(y) exp{n[H(Xj|Yj)− ζ]}, y ∈ Un, j = 1, 2, . . . , i. (163)
Hence, for all y ∈ Un,
∑
x∈An(y)∩
⋃
i
j=1 Tn(j|y)
[PXn|Y n(x|y)]
α =
i∑
j=1
∑
xn∈An(y)∩Tn(j|y)
[PXn|Y n(x|y)]
α (164)
≥
i∑
j=1
∑
xn∈An(y)∩Tn(j|y)
exp{−αn[H(Xj|Yj) + ζ]} (165)
≥
i∑
j=1
pj(y) exp{n[(1− α)H(Xj |Yj)− (1 + α)ζ]} (166)
≥
i∑
j=1
pj(y) exp{n[(1− α)H(Xi|Yi)− (1 + α)ζ]} (167)
≥ mζ exp{n[(1− α)H(Xi|Yi)− (1 + α)ζ]} (168)
Now, recall (145). From (157) and (168), we have
Hεα(X
n|Y n) + ζ ≥
α
1− α
log
∑
y∈Un
PY n(y)

 i
∗
y∑
i=1
[
Q∗εy (x
i
y
|y)
]α
1/α
(169)
≥
α
1− α
log
∑
y∈Un
PY n(y)

i
∗
y
−1∑
i=1
[
Q∗εy (x
i
y
|y)
]α
1/α
(170)
=
α
1− α
log
∑
y∈Un
PY n(y)

 ∑
x∈An(y)
[
PXn|Y n(x|y)
]α
1/α
(171)
≥
α
1− α
log
∑
y∈Un
PY n(y)

 ∑
x∈An(y)∩
⋃
i
j=1 Tn(j|y)
[
PXn|Y n(x|y)
]α


1/α
(172)
≥
α
1− α
log
∑
y∈Un
PY n(y)(mζ)
1/α exp
{
n
[
1− α
α
H(Xi|Yi)−
(1 + α)ζ
α
]}
(173)
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≥
α
1− α
log
2(mζ)1+(1/α)
1− 2mζ
exp
{
n
[
1− α
α
H(Xi|Yi)−
(1 + α)ζ
α
]}
(174)
= nH(Xi|Yi)− n
1 + α
1− α
ζ +
α
1− α
log
2(mζ)1+(1/α)
1− 2mζ
(175)
and thus
lim inf
n→∞
1
n
Hεα(X
n|Y n) ≥ H(Xi|Yi)−
1 + α
1− α
ζ. (176)
Since we can choose ζ > 0 arbitrarily small, we have (127).
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREMS 3, 4, AND 5
Proof of Theorems 3, 4 and 5 is given in Subsections D-A, D-B, and D-C, respectively.
A. Proof of Theorem 3
The proof of Theorem 3 is essentially same as that of Theorem 1 of Arikan [2]. To prove Theorem 3, we use
Lemma 1 of [2]:
Lemma 6 (Lemma 1 of [2]). For nonnegative numbers ai and qi (i = 1, 2, . . . ,K), and any 0 < λ < 1, we have
K∑
i=1
aiqi ≥
[
K∑
i=1
a
−λ
1−λ
i
] 1−λ
−λ
[
K∑
i=1
qλi
] 1
λ
.
Given a strategy G, let
Q(x, y) , λy(σy(x))PXY (x, y), (x, y) ∈ X × Y
where λi is defined as in (27). From (32), we have∑
(x,y)∈X×Y
Q(x, y) = 1− pe ≥ 1− ε.
Further, it is apparent that 0 ≤ λy(σy(x)) ≤ 1 for all (x, y) ∈ X × Y , and hence
Q ∈ Bε(PXY ). (177)
Fix y ∈ Y . Letting qi = Q(σ−1y (i), y)/PY (y), ai = i
ρ, and λ = 1/(1 + ρ) in Lemma 6, we have
K∑
i=1
Q(σ−1y (i), y)
PY (y)
iρ ≥
[
K∑
i=1
i
]−ρ  K∑
i=1
[
Q(σ−1y (i), y)
PY (y)
] 1
1+ρ


1+ρ
(178)
and thus
∑
x∈X
λy(σy(x))PXY (x, y)σy(x)
ρ ≥
[
K∑
i=1
i
]−ρ [∑
x∈X
Q(x, y)
1
1+ρ
]1+ρ
. (179)
Taking the summation over all y ∈ Y and recalling (36), we have
C¯ρ ≥
[
K∑
i=1
i
]−ρ∑
y∈Y
[∑
x∈X
Q(x, y)
1
1+ρ
]1+ρ
. (180)
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Further, from the fact that
K∑
i=1
1
i
≤ 1 + logK, (181)
we have
C¯ρ ≥ (1 + logK)
−ρ
∑
y∈Y
[∑
x∈X
Q(x, y)
1
1+ρ
]1+ρ
. (182)
Hence, from the definition of Hε1/(1+ρ)(X |Y ) and (177), we have (37).
B. Proof of Theorem 4
To prove Theorem 4, we construct a strategy G as follows. Recall Theorem 1: for any ζ > 0, we can choose
(εy)y∈Y ∈ E0(ε), i∗y = i
∗
y(εy), and Q
∗
εy satisfying
ρHε 1
1+ρ
(X |Y ) + γ = log
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)

 i
∗
y∑
i=1
[
Q∗εy (x
i
y|y)
] 1
1+ρ


1+ρ
. (183)
By using this notation, for each y ∈ Y , let us define σy and πy so that
σy(x
i
y) = i (184)
and
πi ,


0 : i < i∗y,
1−
Q∗(σ−1y (i
∗
y)|y)
PX|Y (σ
−1
y (i∗y)|y)
: i = i∗y,
1 : i > i∗y.
(185)
From the definition of Q∗εy in (15) and the definition of λi in (27), we can see that
Q∗εy (σ
−1
y (i)|y) = λy(i)PX|Y (σ
−1
y (i)|y), y ∈ Y, i = 1, 2, . . . ,K. (186)
Hence, we can upper bound C¯ρ = C¯ρ(G|X,Y ) as follows.8 For each y ∈ Y ,
σy(x) =
∑
x˜:σy(x˜)≤σy(x)
1 (187)
≤
∑
x˜:σy(x˜)≤σy(x)
[
Q∗εy (x˜|y)
Q∗εy (x|y)
] 1
1+ρ
(188)
≤
∑
x˜∈X
[
Q∗εy (x˜|y)
Q∗εy (x|y)
] 1
1+ρ
(189)
=
K∑
j=1
[
Q∗εy (x
j
y |y)
Q∗εy (x|y)
] 1
1+ρ
(190)
=
i∗y∑
j=1
[
Q∗εy (x
j
y |y)
Q∗εy (x|y)
] 1
1+ρ
(191)
8The following step is essentially same as that of Proposition 4 of Arikan [2].
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and thus, for each i,
i = σy(x
i
y) (192)
≤
i∗y∑
j=1
[
Q∗εy (x
j
y|y)
Q∗εy (x
i
y|y)
] 1
1+ρ
. (193)
Hence, we have
C¯ρ =
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)
{
K∑
i=1
λy(i)PX|Y (σ
−1
y (i)|y)i
ρ
}
(194)
=
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)


i∗y∑
i=1
Q∗(xiy|y)i
ρ

 (195)
≤
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)


i∗y∑
i=1
Q∗(xiy|y)

 i
∗
y∑
j=1
[
Q∗εy (x
j
y|y)
Q∗εy (x
i
y|y)
] 1
1+ρ


ρ
 (196)
=
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)



 i
∗
y∑
i=1
Q∗(xiy |y)

×

 i
∗
y∑
j=1
[
Q∗εy (x
j
y |y)
] 1
1+ρ


ρ
 (197)
=
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)

 i
∗
y∑
i=1
[
Q∗εy (x
i
y|y)
] 1
1+ρ


1+ρ
(198)
= exp
{
ρHε1
1+ρ
(X |Y ) + γ
}
(199)
where the last equality follows from (183). Since we can choose ζ > 0 arbitrarily small, we have (38).
C. Proof of Theorem 5
Direct Part: Fix δ > 0 so that 0 < ε + δ < 1. From Theorem 4, there exists {Gn}∞n=1 such that, for
n = 1, 2, . . . ,
pe(Gn|X
n, Y n) ≤ ε+ δ (200)
and
C¯ρ(Gn|X
n, Y n) ≤ exp
{
ρHε+δ1/(1+ρ)(X
n|Y n)
}
. (201)
Hence,
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
log C¯ρ(Gn|X
n, Y n) ≤ ρ lim sup
n→∞
1
n
Hε+δ1/(1+ρ)(X
n|Y n). (202)
By using the diagonal line argument (see [7]), we can conclude that ρHε1/(1+ρ)(X|Y ) is ε-achievable.
Converse Part: Suppose that Eg is ε-achievable and fix δ > 0 arbitrarily. Then there exists {Gn}∞n=1 such
that, for sufficiently large n,
pe(Gn|X
n, Y n) ≤ ε+ δ (203)
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and
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
log C¯ρ(Φn|X
n, Y n) ≤ Eg. (204)
On the other hand, from Theorem 3, for sufficiently large n such that (203) holds,
C¯ρ(Gn|X
n, Y n) ≥ (1 + logK)−ρ exp
{
ρHε+δ1/(1+ρ)(X
n|Y n)
}
. (205)
Combining (204) with (205), we have
Eg ≥ ρ lim sup
n→∞
1
n
Hε+δ1/(1+ρ)(X
n|Y n). (206)
Since δ > 0 is arbitrary, letting δ ↓ 0, we have Eg ≥ ρHε1/(1+ρ)(X|Y ).
APPENDIX E
PROOF OF THEOREMS 6, 7, AND 8
Proof of Theorems 6, 7, and 8 is given in Subsections E-A, E-B, and E-C, respectively.
A. Proof of Theorem 6
Fix a code Φ such that pe(Φ) ≤ 1− ε.
Fix y ∈ Y . Recall that we allow ϕy to be stochastic. Let Wy(c|x) , Wϕy (c|x) be the probability such that
x ∈ X is mapped to c ∈ C by ϕy . Let
Γy(x) , {c ∈ Cy : Wy(c|x) > 0, x = ψy(c)} (207)
and
γxy ,
∑
c∈Γy(x)
Wy(c|x). (208)
Note that, since pe(Φ) ≤ ε, we have ∑
(x,y)∈X×Y
γxyPXY (x, y) ≥ 1− ε. (209)
Further, using Jensen’s inequality, we have∑
c∈Cy
Wy(c|x) exp{ρ ‖c‖ log 2} ≥
∑
c∈Γy(x)
Wy(c|x) exp{ρ ‖c‖ log 2} (210)
≥ γxy exp

ρ
∑
c∈Γy(x)
Wy(c|x)
γxy
‖c‖ log 2

 (211)
≥ γxy exp

ρ
∑
c∈Γy(x)
Wy(c|x)
γxy
ℓ¯(x|y)

 (212)
= γxy exp
{
ρℓ¯(x|y)
}
(213)
where
ℓ¯(x|y) , min
c∈Γy(x)
‖c‖ log 2. (214)
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Substituting (213) into (51), we have
Mρ(Φ|X,Y ) ≥
∑
(x,y)∈X×Y
γxyPXY (x, y) exp
{
ρℓ¯(x|y)
}
. (215)
Let Q(x, y) = γxyPXY (x, y). Then, from (209), we have Q ∈ Bε(PXY ). Further, let Q(x|y) , Q(x, y)/PY (y)
and Ay , {x : Q(x|y) > 0} for each y ∈ Y . Then, (215) can be written as
Mρ ≥
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)
∑
x∈Ax
Q(x|y) exp
{
ρℓ¯(x|y)
}
. (216)
Now, fix y ∈ Y . From the definition of the set Γy(x), we can see that Γy(x) ∩ Γy(x′) = ∅ for all x, x′ ∈ Ay
such that x 6= x′. Thus, from the prefix condition, we have
∑
x∈Ay
exp{−ℓ¯(x|y)} ≤ 1. (217)
Then, let us consider the problem of minimizing
∑
x∈Ay
Q(x|y) exp
{
ρℓ¯(x|y)
}
subject to (217). As shown in
Example 1 in Section 3 of [23], the minimum is achieved by
ℓ¯(x|y) = − log
[Q(x|y)]1/(1+ρ)∑
x′∈Ay
[Q(x′|y)]1/(1+ρ)
, x ∈ A. (218)
Applying the above argument for each y ∈ Y , we can rewrite (216) as
Mρ ≥
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)
∑
x∈Ax
Q(x|y) exp
{
ρℓ¯(x|y)
}
(219)
≥
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)


∑
x∈Ay
Q(x|y) exp
[
−ρ log
[Q(x|y)]1/(1+ρ)∑
x′∈Ay
[Q(x′|y)]1/(1+ρ)
]
 (220)
=
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)


∑
x∈Ay
Q(x|y) exp
[
−ρ log
[Q(x, y)]1/(1+ρ)∑
x′∈Ay
[Q(x′, y)]1/(1+ρ)
]
 (221)
=
∑
y∈Y
∑
x∈Ax
Q(x, y) exp
[
−ρ log
[Q(x, y)]1/(1+ρ)∑
x′∈Ay
[Q(x′, y)]1/(1+ρ)
]
(222)
=
∑
y∈Y
∑
x∈Ax
Q(x, y)
[
[Q(x, y)]1/(1+ρ)∑
x′∈Ay
[Q(x′, y)]1/(1+ρ)
]−ρ
(223)
=
∑
y∈Y
∑
x∈Ay
[Q(x, y)]1/(1+ρ)

 ∑
x′∈Ay
[Q(x′, y)]1/(1+ρ)


ρ
(224)
=
∑
y∈Y

∑
x∈Ay
[Q(x, y)]1/(1+ρ)


1+ρ
(225)
=
∑
y∈Y
[∑
x∈X
[Q(x, y)]1/(1+ρ)
]1+ρ
(226)
≥ rε1/(1+ρ)(X |Y ) (227)
where the last inequality follows from the fact Q ∈ Bε(P ).
By the definition of the conditional smooth Re´nyi entropy, we have (53).
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B. Proof of Theorem 7
Fix ζ > 0 arbitrarily and choose Q ∈ Bε(PXY ) so that
log
∑
y∈Y
[∑
x∈X
[Q(x, y)]1/(1+ρ)
]1+ρ
≤ ρHε1/(1+ρ)(X |Y ) + ζ. (228)
Letting Q(x|y) , Q(x, y)/PY (y), we have
log
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)
[∑
x∈X
[Q(x|y)]1/(1+ρ)
]1+ρ
≤ ρHε1/(1+ρ)(X |Y ) + ζ. (229)
Fix y ∈ Y . Let Ay , {x ∈ X : Q(x|y) > 0} and
Q˜(ρ)(x|y) ,
[Q(x|y)]1/(1+ρ)∑
x′∈A[Q(x
′|y)]1/(1+ρ)
. (230)
Since
∑
x∈Ax
2−{− log2 Q˜
(ρ)(x|y)} ≤ 1 (231)
holds, we can construct a variable-length code (ϕˆy , ψˆy, Cˆy) such that (i) Cˆy , {ϕˆy(x) : x ∈ Ay} is prefix free, (ii)
ϕˆy : Ay → Cˆy satisfies
‖ϕˆy(x)‖ = ⌈− log2 Q˜
(ρ)(x|y)⌉, (232)
and, (iii) ϕˆy and ψˆy : Cˆy → Ay satisfy x = ψy(ϕy(x)) for all x ∈ Ay; e.g. we can use the Shannon code for the
distribution Q˜(ρ)(x|y). Further, for each x ∈ X , let γxy = Q(x|y)/PX|Y (x|y). Note that 0 ≤ γxy ≤ 1 and γxy = 0
for all x /∈ Ay . Then, we construct a stochastic encoder for X given y as follows:
ϕy(x) =


0 ◦ ϕˆy(x) with probability γxy
1 with probability 1− γxy
(233)
where ◦ denotes the concatenation. That is, x is encoded to “0” following ϕˆy(x) with probability γxy , and “1” with
probability 1− γxy . We can construct the corresponding decoder ψy so that x = ψy(ϕy(x)) for all x ∈ Ay if x is
encoded to 0 ◦ ϕˆy(x). The length function ℓ(x|y) = ‖ϕy(x)‖ log 2 satisfies that, if x is encoded to “0” following
ϕˆy(x),
ℓ(x|y) ≤ − log Q˜(ρ)(x|y) + 2 log 2 (234)
and otherwise ℓ(x|y) = log 2.
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By applying the above argument for each y ∈ Y , we have
Mρ = EPXY [exp{ρℓ(X |Y )}] (235)
≤
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)
∑
x∈X
PX|Y (x|y)γxy exp
{
ρ[− log Q˜(ρ)(x|y) + 2 log 2]
}
+
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)
∑
x∈X
PX|Y (x|y)(1 − γxy) exp{ρ log 2} (236)
(a)
≤ 22ρ
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)
∑
x∈Ay
Q(x|y) exp
{
−ρ log Q˜(ρ)(x|y)
}
+ ε2ρ (237)
= 22ρ
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)


∑
x∈Ay
[Q(x|y)]1/(1+ρ)


(1+ρ)
+ ε2ρ (238)
(b)
≤ 22ρ exp
{
ρHε1/(1+ρ)(P ) + ζ
}
+ ε2ρ (239)
where the inequality (a) follows from the fact that, since Q ∈ Bε(P ),
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)
∑
x∈X
PX|Y (x|y)γxy =
∑
x,y
Q(x, y) ≥ 1− ε (240)
and the inequality (b) follows from (229).
Since we can choose ζ > 0 arbitrarily small, we have (54).
C. Proof of Theorem 8
Direct Part: Fix δ > 0 so that 0 < ε + δ < 1. From Theorem 7, there exists {Φn}∞n=1 such that, for
n = 1, 2, . . . ,
pe(Φn|X
n, Y n) ≤ ε+ δ (241)
and
Mρ(Φn|X
n, Y n) ≤ max
{
2× 22ρ exp
{
ρHε+δ1/(1+ρ)(X
n|Y n)
}
, 2× (ε+ δ)2ρ
}
. (242)
From (20) and (242), we can see
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
logMρ(Φn|X
n, Y n) ≤ ρ lim sup
n→∞
1
n
Hε+δ1/(1+ρ)(X
n|Y n). (243)
By using the diagonal line argument (see [7]), we can conclude that ρHε1/(1+ρ)(X|Y ) is ε-achievable.
Converse Part: Suppose that Es is ε-achievable and fix δ > 0 arbitrarily. Then there exists {Φn}∞n=1 such
that, for sufficiently large n,
pe(Φn|X
n, Y n) ≤ ε+ δ (244)
and
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
logMρ(Φn|X
n, Y n) ≤ Es. (245)
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On the other hand, from Theorem 6, for sufficiently large n such that (244) holds,
Mρ(Φn|X
n, Y n) ≥ exp
{
ρHε+δ1/(1+ρ)(X
n|Y n)
}
. (246)
Combining (245) with (246), we have
Es ≥ ρ lim sup
n→∞
1
n
Hε+δ1/(1+ρ)(X
n|Y n). (247)
Since δ > 0 is arbitrary, letting δ ↓ 0, we have Es ≥ ρH
ε
1/(1+ρ)(X|Y ).
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